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I Care About You All
Bad Cash Quartet

I care about you all- Bad cash quartet
Album- Midnight prayer
Tabbed by: Per TÃ¶rnkrantz

Intro:
F#

Verse:
  F#                                       Bbm
I go to the places where IÂ´ve been before. I known you since four but we 
C#                        Ebm                 C#
share so much more. And I need you so, yeah I need you so. 
      F#        
And I know all the answers before they are said. 
  Bbm                         C#
I see from expressions whatÂ´s inside your head.
       Ebm                 C#
Yeah I need you so, yeah I need you so.

Pre chorus:
    F#                                        Ebm
And all of the world is beneath us today. But we run for the shelter, 
     B                      Ebm        C#  B
yeah we run for the shelter inside our own world...

Chorus:
G#m             C#              F#   C#        B
No youÂ´ll never know how much I care about you all. 
G#m             C#           F#   C#        B
And that is the only thing I keep inside my own hole.
G#m              C#        F#
Yeah that is the truth for me. 

Instrumental:
F# Bbm C# Ebm C# x2

Verse:
  F#                                           Bbm                     C#
I go to the places where IÂ´ve been before. But it doesnÂ´t feel like my home 

anymore. 
      Ebm                 C#
But I need you so, yeah I need you so.

Pre chorus:
    F#                                        Ebm
And all of the world is beneath us today. But we run for the shelter, 



B                      Ebm        C#  B
we run for the shelter inside our own world...

Chorus:
G#m             C#              F#   C#        B
No youÂ´ll never know how much I care about you all. 
G#m             C#           F#   C#        B
And that is the only thing I keep inside my own hole.
G#m             C#     G#m              C#     G#m              C#
And that is the truth, yeah that is the truth, yeah that is the truth, 
G#m              C#        F#
yeah that is the truth for me.


